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Academic Year 2018- 2019 

Third Term  

Science Revision sheets  

Name: _____________________          Date:     _____________ 

 Grade: 8                 Section: _____________ 

Part A.  

Q.1 Science Practice. Circle the letter of your answer. 

1. Which of the following is an action exerted on an object that may change the object’s 

state of rest or motion? 

A. mass      B. force 

C. velocity     D. acceleration 

2. A metal ball sits motionless on a flat surface. Which of these would make the ball move? 

A. The force of gravity becomes less. 

B. The force of gravity becomes greater. 

C. Two equal horizontal opposing forces act upon the ball. 

D. Two unequal horizontal opposing forces act upon the ball. 

3. What change could cause an apple hanging from a tree branch to fall? 

A. loss of gravity 

B. loss of a sideways force on the left 

C. loss of a sideways force on the right 

D. loss of the upwards force opposing gravity 

4. Why are some forces considered to be noncontact forces? 

A. Objects must be far apart in order to exert a force. 

B. Objects do not have to touch each other to experience a force. 

C. Objects push each other apart to increase the distance between them. 

D. Objects must be large in size in order to exert a force that is strong enough to notice. 
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5. Why is the friction force considered to be a contact force? 

A. Friction affects only solid objects. 

B. Friction always acts in the same direction. 

C. Friction is produced when objects slide past one another. 

D. Friction acts in a direction opposite to the direction of an object’s motion. 

6. Sasha pulls a block across the floor at a constant speed. Why doesn’t the motion of the 

block change even though Sasha is pulling on it? 

A. Sasha’s force on the block is balanced by the friction force. 

B. Sasha’s force on the block is balanced by the gravitational force. 

C. If Sasha was not pulling on the block, there would be no forces on the block, and it 

would stop moving. 

7. The diagram shows four blocks suspended on 

identical dynameters, a tool that is used for 

measuring the weights of objects. 

Which object has the largest weight? 

A. object A 

B. object B 

C. object C 

D. object D 

 

8. The arrows in the force diagrams represent the various forces acting on a box. The box 

starts out at rest. 

Which diagrams match the descriptions? Write the letters of the diagrams in the correct 

boxes. 

Starts moving to the left Starts moving to the right Stays at rest 

B A C 

A.        B.           C.  
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9. A fisherman steps off a boat, which is in the water, onto a dock. What happens? 

A. The boat and dock do not move. 

B. The boat moves toward the dock. 

C. The boat moves away from the dock. 

D. The dock moves away from the boat. 

10. Which of these describes the gravitational force from a planet? 

A. large and pulls objects toward itself 

B. small and pulls objects toward itself 

C. large and pushes objects away from itself 

D. small and pushes objects away from itself 

(B): Physical Science  

Q2. Write (T) in the parenthesis next to the true sentence and (F) in the parenthesis 

next to the false sentence. 

1. A force cannot change the speed or the direction of an objects’ s motion .  ( False ) 

2. Mass and weight are measured in the same units . ( False )  

3. Motion is a change in an object’s position over time . ( True ) 

4. The speed of an object is a measure of the distance an object moves in a given amount of 

time  ( True )  

5.  Forces can cause objects to change their shape  ( True ) 

6. The sign of a velocity indicates its direction . ( True )  

7. Oil is applied to a bike chain to reduce friction between the chain and the gear.( True ) 

8. Newton’s second Law states that object in motion stay in motion with a constant velocity 

unless they are acted on by an unbalanced force  ( False )  

9. Mass is a measure of inertia . ( True ) 

10. Action reaction force is described by Newton’s Third Law . ( True ) 
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   Q3. Fill in the blanks 

( velocity , direction , strength , unbalanced ,  

 motion ,  first , gravity , Net Force , mass ,  acceleration ) 

 

1. ____________________ is the speed of an object in a particular direction . 

2. ____________________ is the rate at which velocity changes overtime .  

3. The combination of all the forces acting on an object is called  __________ 

4. The sign of the net forces indicates its  __________________ 

5. ___________ is a force of attraction between two object due to their masses.  

6. _______________ is the amount of matter in an object .  

7. ______________ is a change in an object’s position over time . 

8. Newton’s  ______ law says that objects in motion stay in motion with a constant 

velocity unless they are acted by an unbalanced force . 

9. Only _______________forces will affect the  acceleration of an object . 

10.  The  ______________ of the force between two objects depends on the masses of 

the objects and on the distance between them. 

Q4.  Circle the correct options 

(a) Objects near earth’s surface are attracted towards Earth’s  center / surface. 

Because of this, if you dig a hole in Earth’s surface and drip an object into the hole, 

the object will continue to fall until it reaches the original surface level/bottom of 

the hole. 

(b) When the cart is empty , it has less/more mass than when the cart is loaded . A 

person must apply less / more force to the loaded cart for its acceleration to be the  

same when it is empty . 

Velocity  

Net Force  

Acceleration   

Direction   

Gravity    

Mass     

Motion      

First      

unbalanced 

Strength  
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 Q5: Match each term in column (A) with its definition in column (B)  

The law of inertia            D A. Newton’s third law 

For every action, there’s equal and 

opposite reaction 

A B. Average speed 

F= ma E C. Speed 

A measure of the distance an 

object’s moves in a given amount of 

time                                                  

C D. Newton’s first law 

Rate at which velocity changes  F E. Newton’s second law 

Distance travel/ Travel time       B F. Acceleration                                   

Q6: Short answer. 

• The unit of force                     Newton ( N ) 

• The unit of Mass                      Gram: G,  Kilogram : Kg 

• The unit of distance                 Meter: M, Centimeter : Cm, Kilometer ; Km 

• The unit of acceleration           m/s2 

• The unit of Velocity                  m/s 

• Distance travelled/travel time Average speed 

 

Q.7 Answer the following questions:. 

1. What is the difference between speed and velocity? 

     Speed is the measure of the distance an object moves in a given amount of time while 

velocity is the speed of an object and it’s direction of travel. 

2. List the effect of forces on objects 

(i) Change in Position        (ii) Change shape    (iii)  Change direction 
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3. Do the Math: In this final scenario, the people are pushing on the box in opposite 

direction at the same time. Determine the net force acting on the box and in what 

direction the net force is acting. Show your calculation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ans :     50 N – 50 N = 0 N, or  50 N + (–50 N) = 0 N 

 

4.  A bird flies at 12.5 meters per second. The wind speed is 4.5 meters per second. 

What is the speed of the bird when it flies with the wind? 

What is the speed of the bird when it flies against the wind? 

Ans :  The bird has a speed of 17 m/s when flying with the wind . 

    The bird has a speed of 8m/s when flying against the wind . 

5.  State the Newton’s second law of motion and express it mathematically  

     Ans :  Newton’s second law of motion states that the acceleration of an objects depends on 

the mass of the object and the amount of force applied. F=ma 

6. Identify the action and reaction pairs in the following situations  

(a) Issa throw a tennis ball on the wall and it bounces back to him 

Action: Issa throw a tennis ball on the wall 

Reaction: The ball bounces back at him 

(b) A person takes a step 

Action: A person pushes on ground 

Reaction: Ground pushes on person 

This person is applying 

50N  of force to the 

right  

This person is applying 

50N  of force to the 

left  


